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Chairman's desk

Dear reader, I am happy to make some exciting announcements in this edition pf Arête. First off, to
commemorate our 20th anniversary year, we are launching our revamped website www.ssa-solutions.com. We
have endeavored to make the new site as content rich and engaging as possible. It has a number of new case
studies and insights and we eagerly look forward to receiving your feedback and comments.
This edition of Arête covers an interesting application of ‘Lean labs’ in a pharmaceutical industry. I am
personally very excited to see the awareness and interest in Lean System coming up in the pharmaceutical
industry, where tremendous opportunities for value creation exist. Another interesting case study in this edition is
that of an ERP Blue Printing/User Requirement Documentation that we undertook recently for a client in Oman.
How often do we come across the nightmarish situation of an IT transformation gone wrong due to weak
planning and change management. This client made a wise decision of undertaking a complete 360 degree
evaluation of their business processes before embarking on the ERP selection & deployment. The result being
cleaning up of several legacy issues, simplified and leaner business processes and overall toning of the
enterprise before the new ERP system came onboard.
We have many more exciting things in store in this edition and wish you a happy reading. As always, I will
eagerly look forward to hearing your comments and feedback to make Arête even more valuable!

ERP Blue Printing & User Requirement Documentation
Situation: This assignment focused on
Identifying the current gaps (Process wise as
well as IT) in the various processes in the entire
value chain as well as support functions in
order for facilitate smooth ERP roll-out.

Actions taken: Study of current business design,
its key performance indicators, IT interfaces,
people and customer touch points and identify
current gaps in delivering promised value.
Results:
Gap report and blue print for each function
was prepared highlighting current gaps, the
possible process correction and expected
workflow in the new ERP system.

Situation – deep dive
Acme Industries (Name changed) is a leading
manufacturer and distributor of a range of Pipes &
Fitting products primarily aimed at non-retail customers
and contractors executing large projects. The
company was in the process of introducing a new ERP
system. The existing ERP system was functioning as
islands with significant disconnects across the value
chain. Therefore this project aimed to achieve the
following:
•
•
•
•

Mapping of current end-to-end business process
Identification of gaps in the current processes
Definition of expected feature set in new ERP system
Documentation of to-be processes as well as user
requirement specifications for the new system

Actions Taken – deep dive
The First Stage involved multiple rounds of discussion
with each process owners and their teams to map the
entire process and identify gaps as well as bridging of
these gaps both in the business process as well as ERP.
In the Second Stage, a detailed gap report
was prepared, clearly documenting solutions,
quick-hit implementation plan, IT system
requirement definition, user requirement
specification (URS) documentation, and
solution roll-out plan.

Results – deep dive
•

To-be state for the entire value chain has been
mapped with a view to run like a well-oiled machine

•

IT system requirement for future-state has been
capture and documented in the form of a User
Requirement Specification document

•

ACME’s processes are future ready and geared up
for a successful ERP implementation

•

Acme’s Management has appreciated SSAs effort
and has commended the final report presented to
their senior leadership team.

Knowledge Nugget: Pharma CAPA

The Expert

Main Idea

‘Pharma CAPA’
by Vijay
Dhonde, CEO,
SSA, APAC.

India has emerged as a premium destination for pharma export, which is evidenced
by the fact that it is home to the largest number of USFDA approved drug
manufacturing sites outside of the US. According to the pharmaceutical export
promotion council of India, The ₹1.1 trillion Indian drug industry exports about 30% of
its output to US alone. The dramatic growth of the industry has also spurred a
worrying trend of increasing number of warning letters and FDA bans. The industry
has been repeatedly advised by USFDA and other regulatory agencies to strengthen
its CAPA (corrective & preventive action) practices. Effective CAPA is central to
ensuring robust drug quality and world-class pharma manufacturing. Building a
robust CAPA culture starts with training and skill building of employees on key CAPA
toolset with an aim to both empower them as well as to engender a deep belief in a
systematic approach to root cause analysis. They must be encouraged to take up
live projects and apply the methodology and toolset. The learning outcomes include
deep understanding of investigation approach, root cause analysis, solution
deployment and SOP documentation to prevent future occurrences, statistical
analysis for diagnosing root causes and identifying/validating solutions and
application of appropriate tools and templates such as FMEA, control plan, fishbone
analysis etc. wherever applicable.

Key Takeaway


Building a robust CAPA
culture depends on a
diligent approach to
training, communication,
reviews and integrating
with management systems



Robust systems should
ensure sustenance even
when there is high
employee turnover



Investigation skillset must
be engendered at all
levels to ensure a cultural
transformation

News: SSA’s Brand New Website
Part of our 20th anniversary (1999-2019)
celebration, we are delighted to
announce the launch of our brand new
website. The new website is packed
with new content, case study and
knowledge nuggets. We welcome you
to visit our new website and share your
valuable feedback and comments.
Link: www.ssa-solutions.com

Lean Tip: “Leader Standard Work”

Leader Standard Work (LSW)
Leader Standard Work (LSW) is a critical step in sustaining a lean culture. As David Mann puts it, sustaining
Lean depends on three important things: Leader Standard Work, Visual Management and Daily
Accountability. A good lean transformation journey must go through two phases – first, a physical
transformation of manufacturing system from batch to flow, and second, and more important, a
transformation in behaviour and daily habits at all levels. This is because, in a lean system, problems
surface sooner since buffers are taken away (inventory, lead time, surplus manpower etc.). All this means,
a radical shift in culture is mandatory. This is where the second most important lever in lean transformation,
Leader Standard Work comes in handy. LSW helps to ensure that the culture of timely intervention, critical
review and bias for action is embedded in the organisation. Following are some of the suggested
elements of LSW:
 Leader scrutinizes visuals’ data daily Determines what steps to take by whom
 Assigns resources, sets due dates
 Follows up
 Daily, tiered stand-up meetings
 Brief, on the floor
 Visual accountability

Case 2: Transforming a Finance Industry
Situation: This assignment revolved around the
end-to-end value chain of a major Finance
company in Oman that deals with buying debts &
collection along with meter-reading for Electricity
& Water accounts across the nation.

Actions taken: Numerous actions were taken to
seal the profit leakages & setting up robust
controls to ensure considerable savings in
collection & recovery from Telecom & Water
services.
Results: Several process controls were introduced
in the system to ensure cost controls & increased
the overall outcome of Water & Telecom
recovery by the closing of the project.

Situation – deep dive
This large-cap Finance company in Oman was segregated
in four major sections, which required a different
approach:
1. Meter Reading
2. Disconnections & Re-connections
3. Debt Recovery & collection
The project objectives therefore were:
•
•
•

To address issues related to manpower efficiency
To tackle the approach for collection & recovery
To ensure that the gaps which emerged during the initial
phase of the project were plastered for continual flow of value

Actions Taken – deep dive
SSA’s RMAOR™ approach was undertaken for the entire Value chain of the
organization. A Lean workshop that lasted for two days ensured a flow of
knowledge to the core team members who would later be divided into groups
for tackling the value chain issues.
In the Recognize Phase, starting with Brown Paper Mapping, the Kaizens &
teams were formed to address the process gaps. Charters were prepared
which engraved a boundary around the issue & the demarcation allowed a
contributed focus on the primary issue.
Data collection to gauge the degree of the issues in the value chain marked
the highlight of the Measure Phase.
Team-wise root-cause analysis during the Analyze Phase was engaging enough
to bring up to surface the main pain points that plagued the profits of the
company.
A 2-day off-site workshop was the highlight of the Optimize Phase that engaged
the entire core team along with the CEO, sparking a brainstorming session,
which elicited a range of solutions that helped plug the process gaps.
The Repeatability Phase was undertaken by SSA to keep in control the solutions
implemented & the same continued for over a year, ensuring that a robust
system was created, enabling continual reaping of benefits.

Results – deep dive
•

The organization’s overwhelming support on SSA’s approach benefits in terms of curbing of process
gaps, improving manpower efficiency & introducing a structured methodology of Debt Recovery.

•

The Entire Value Chain profit leakages were identified & plugged with process controls.

•

Extension of the Sustenance Phase at the company enabled SSA to cement the process changes in
midst of growing uncertainties of the businesses at the company.

News: SSA Collaborates with Towell Knowledge Institute (TKI)
SSA recently held a Lean CXO Event in Muscat in
collaboration with Towell Knowledge Institute (TKI). The
event was attended by over 40 senior delegates from
across government, public and private sector. The
event also announces SSA’s partnership with TKI to
bring Lean/CI skills to Omani industries and individuals.

“Alchemist” of the Month: Sunny Ambekar
Sunny has been with SSA for over two years and he is part of the
company’s Middle East team. Sunny is one person who perfectly fits
the bill for a “Silent Contributor”. He is the kind of person who would
rather let his work do the talking. Hard-working and sincere to the
core, he pulls out all stops to ensure that he delivers on his promises.
Sunny is in-charge of SSA’s business development activities in Middle
East and is a key member of SSA’s Middle-East team. He has been an
invaluable asset to SSA and we wish him all the success!

News: Lean Six Sigma Training at Qatar Stock Exchange
SSA was recently invited to conduct a Lean Six Sigma
training program for Qatar Stock Exchange. This
program was attended by many senior management
team members from the exchange who highly
appreciated our down-to-earth style of teaching and
facilitation. This session was led by Mr. Ganesh Iyer, MD
of SSA Techknowlogies.

From The History Pages
SSA partnered with National Stock Exchange of India (NSE)
in its business excellence journey; a collaboration that
lasted nearly a decade, culminating in NSE winning the
coveted CII EXIM Bank Business Excellence Award in 2014
and repeating this feat a historic second time in 2016. The
entire journey was approached in three stages: Stage 1:CI
tools for problem solving: Lean Six Sigma as a tool for
problem solving and continuous improvement. Stage
2:Company-wide scale up of continuous improvement
aimed at organization-wide awareness building as well as
multiplying the impact. Stage 3:Integrating with
management system and strategies: A corporate culture in
which continual improvement became a habit and a way
of life.

https://youtu.be/xndZ-ewh9Tw
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